
0.62% 3

1.45% 7

11.80% 57

39.96% 193

22.77% 110

15.73% 76

7.66% 37

Q1 What is your age?
Answered: 483 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 483

Under 18

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 18
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25-34

35-44

45-54
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65+
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0.21% 1

4.14% 20

15.32% 74

17.81% 86

25.05% 121

37.47% 181

Q2 How long have you lived in Bethel Park?
Answered: 483 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 483

I don't live
in Bethel Park.

0 to 1 years

2 to 5 years

6 to 10 years

11 to 20 years

21 or more
years

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I don't live in Bethel Park.

0 to 1 years

2 to 5 years

6 to 10 years

11 to 20 years

21 or more years
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Q3 Please indicate how frequently you visit the following recreation sites.
Answered: 484 Skipped: 1

Municipal
parks and...

South Park
(county park)

Spencer Family
YMCA

Neighborhood
parks...

Recreation
facilities i...
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23.40%
113

29.61%
143

36.85%
178

10.14%
49

 
483

24.43%
118

44.10%
213

27.54%
133

3.93%
19

 
483

16.18%
77

7.77%
37

13.03%
62

63.03%
300

 
476

Often: Once or more per week Sometimes: Once or twice per month

Rarely: A few times per year Never

Bethel Park
Community...

Montour Trail

Private gym
facilities (...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 OFTEN: ONCE
OR MORE PER
WEEK

SOMETIMES:
ONCE OR TWICE
PER MONTH

RARELY: A
FEW TIMES
PER YEAR

NEVER TOTAL

Municipal parks and fields (including Millennium Park,
Simmons Park, Miner's Memorial Park, Park Avenue
Fields and Village Green Park)

South Park (county park)

Spencer Family YMCA
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7.25%
35

16.36%
79

33.95%
164

42.44%
205

 
483

11.59%
56

28.57%
138

31.68%
153

28.16%
136

 
483

9.09%
44

19.83%
96

52.48%
254

18.60%
90

 
484

20.00%
95

32.63%
155

31.16%
148

16.21%
77

 
475

20.45%
99

8.88%
43

11.78%
57

58.88%
285

 
484

Neighborhood parks (including Birch Tree, Elm Tree,
Miner's, Mollyhill, Oak Tree, Peter Page and Pine Tree
parks and UPMC Field)

Recreation facilities in a neighboring community (such as
Upper St. Clair, Peters Township, Mt. Lebanon, etc.) 

Bethel Park Community Center

Montour Trail

Private gym facilities (LA Fitness, Planet Fitness,
Healthtrax, etc.)
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Q4 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
statements regarding recreation in Bethel Park.

Answered: 484 Skipped: 1

Parks and
recreation...

The Bethel
Park Communi...

Bethel Park
needs more...

Municipal
recreation...
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5.99%
29

1.03%
5

3.31%
16

32.85%
159

56.82%
275

 
484

7.64%
37

14.67%
71

32.02%
155

33.68%
163

11.98%
58

 
484

3.94%
19

7.47%
36

24.07%
116

33.40%
161

31.12%
150

 
482

5.83%
28

15.63%
75

31.67%
152

41.67%
200

5.21%
25

 
480

# ANY COMMENTS? DATE

1 baseball fields need work 1/31/2019 8:32 PM

2 BP has a lot of baseball fields. We could really use an outdoor community pool or something like
USC's Rec Center. YMCA is too pricey/

1/27/2019 12:31 AM

3 its a shame that we have to drive to them 1/21/2019 10:56 AM

4 restrooms in all the parks 1/17/2019 12:11 PM

5 Do not understand why some parks are closed for the winter. If the weather is nice they should be
open. Park is part of our community's name.

1/9/2019 3:28 PM

6 Sport court in Millennium Park is a basketball court. Not a sport court because of the chain fence 1/9/2019 12:12 PM

7 A lot of playground equipment is outdated; not even comparable to USC township parks 12/19/2018 9:04 AM

8 I live by South Hills Village, not many walking trails near me... 11/14/2018 7:41 PM

9 I helped with a youth soccer team in the fall that played games at Millennium. 2 weeks out of 8
were cancelled due to wet fields. I felt the 1 that was cancelled definitely should not have been.
And 2 times we did play they probably could have been cancelled. I'm not sure if the fields were
not properly designed for drainage or what but it was a shame that we lost a quarter of the games
and instruction and we could not extend the season because the commissioner said fields were
closed after November 1st, which I'm not sure if it was true or not.

11/14/2018 1:02 AM

10 Acommunuty pool is needed. 11/14/2018 12:22 AM

11 Softball fields need improvements, bathroom facilities are disgusting, no dugouts for teams 11/13/2018 10:52 PM

12 We get out and exercise by walking our dogs, we also like to hang out with dog in nice weather,
getting ice cream and coffee. Having dog friendly places are important to our family if the dogs are
well behaved.

11/13/2018 8:42 PM

13 Bathrooms are not open in all parks. Thank you for updating Simmons and village green 11/13/2018 8:13 PM

14 More bike trails and fitness paths will lead to a happier and healthier community. Proximity to
South Park and the Montour Trail were major factors when I chose to buy in Bethel Park.

11/13/2018 5:48 PM

15 Basketball courts in horrible shape 11/13/2018 11:15 AM

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

Parks and recreation facilities and programs are
important to maintaining a high quality of life in Bethel
Park.

The Bethel Park Community Center offers programming
and attractions that appeal to households of all ages and
types.

Bethel Park needs more walking and biking paths, such
as extension of and connections to the Montour Trail.

Municipal recreation facilities in Bethel Park are generally
in good condition. (Please note any facility
maintenance/improvement needs in comments.)
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16 The community center caters to seniors, that’s it. Kids are never welcome. 11/13/2018 11:15 AM

17 Upgrades to Simmons are very nice 11/13/2018 11:14 AM

18 So many! 11/13/2018 10:48 AM

19 All fields are poorly maintained 11/13/2018 10:23 AM

20 Bethel Park needs more sidewalks to be pedestrian -- especially on Clifton, Library, Church and
South Park Roads.

11/13/2018 9:51 AM

21 There have been recent improvements, but parks and ball fields are in bad shape and
deteriorating. Annual budget needs to include park and field maintenance and upkeep

11/13/2018 9:35 AM

22 Need more fences for parks, to keep kids from running into parking areas 11/13/2018 7:43 AM

23 In BP's climate, turf fields would be a better option. Lighted turf fields = even better. 11/7/2018 10:22 AM

24 Feel like the playgrounds are outdated/lacking 10/29/2018 8:01 PM

25 My children play soccer and baseball, and the communities surrounding us have nicer facilities
with seating for players and spectators, bathrooms and concession stands. And our fields always
seem to be closed and in poor condition.

10/29/2018 2:05 PM

26 Since the borough has taken over they haven’t maintained the fields at all causing childrens
games to be cancelled continuously.

10/23/2018 10:29 PM

27 Outdoor pool! 10/23/2018 9:45 PM

28 The fields in our community are a joke. Lack of restrooms and concessions. Let's not even get in
to the condition of the fields

10/23/2018 8:40 PM

29 Poor field drainage, poor quality bathrooms. Generally shoddy conditions especially compared to
Peters and even Mowry Park (TJ). Limited parking.

10/23/2018 3:34 PM

30 All fields need concession and restroom facilities especially the turf fields at the upper high school
area

10/22/2018 8:35 PM

31 Would love a community pool and better bathrooms at the parks. We travel for soccer and the
neighboring community facilities are so much nicer than Bethel’s

10/22/2018 7:30 PM

32 Fields are never in good shape and we need a place we can be proud of...like USC rec center 10/22/2018 7:02 PM

33 Our Bethel Park fields are in terrible shape. Neighboring communities put us to shame with the
quality of their fields. Municipal fields are in poor condition, lack adequate parking & restrooms

10/22/2018 5:47 PM

34 Bathrooms at baseball fields are desperately neede 10/22/2018 5:06 PM

35 Fields are terrible, especially Miners. Particularly when you compare with other local
municipalities!

10/22/2018 4:56 PM

36 The community center is more of a Senior Center, not welcoming to kids and younger adults. Our
baseball/softball fields are awful compared to other areas. Places like Scott, Brentwood, and
Mowry and much nicer than Bethel

10/22/2018 4:49 PM

37 Our parks are not up to the great standard the recreation dept would like to see from my point of
opinion

10/22/2018 3:39 PM

38 Park Avenue.. needs updated and maintained! 10/22/2018 2:41 PM

39 Softball fields are an embarrassment.... especially the high school field. Why the girls can’t use
millennium?

10/22/2018 1:50 PM

40 While I have not yet taken advantage of programs at the community center, I read about the
variety in the quarterly Chronicle.

10/18/2018 1:56 PM

41 While the majority are in good shape Molly Hill is often in need of maintenance, such as simple
grass cutting or garbage pick up

10/17/2018 10:24 AM

42 They have been doing a great job the past couple years updating parks and facilities that had
fallen into disrepair.

10/17/2018 7:43 AM

43 The community should have a pool 10/16/2018 1:15 PM

44 BP community center is a wonderful asset 10/16/2018 11:35 AM
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45 Miners playground 10/16/2018 7:36 AM

46 My kids play several sports including baseball. BP's baseball fields and more importantly, condition
of these fields is poor and not comparable to many of the districts surrounding BP.

10/16/2018 7:20 AM

47 Our community fields are embarrassing. Grass growing in patches in the infield, poor drainage,
little to no restroom access, no running water at UPMC field. Village Green and Simmons
improvements are a great idea, but done at the absolute worst time of year. They will be ready just
in time for winter.

10/15/2018 10:17 PM

48 Bethel Park is lacking on pavilion at parks. Bathrooms need to be open the hrs of the park not just
if a game is going on.

10/15/2018 4:55 PM

49 bike paths would allow more people to ride like to get around the community recreationally and
possibly use bikes to commute to do errands or go to work.

10/15/2018 1:34 PM

50 Miners Park is not in good shape. 10/15/2018 1:28 PM

51 While I have yet to visit Simmons there are practically nothing for children with special needs at
the parks, in particular the neighborhood parks.

10/15/2018 1:25 PM

52 the community center is very nice since the renovations but the people that work the desk are rude
and act like it is a bother to sign you up for a class or answer a questions.

10/15/2018 12:00 PM

53 Create a trail on the old tracks from Brookside Blvd to Drake road. They are not in use any more 10/15/2018 11:51 AM

54 Need restroom; or better restrooms 10/15/2018 11:39 AM

55 Many parks are outdated. Updates to Simmons are fantastic!! Community center is good for
holding events, not a whole lot to offer otherwise. Seems to be used by the elderly a lot, with the
exception of the basketball court downstairs.

10/14/2018 7:25 PM

56 Other than Simmons Park that was just updated, the other parks updated. I take my grandchildren
to South Park.

10/14/2018 5:23 PM

57 Softball fields are embarrassing 10/13/2018 6:09 AM

58 Please update our baseball fields compared to other boroughs ours is s mess. 10/12/2018 11:18 PM

59 Our ballfields are not maintained well. We need better drainage, bathrooms, concession stand,
lights in working condition. It’s time to spend money to improve our fields

10/12/2018 10:56 PM

60 Birch Tree park needs updates 10/12/2018 10:05 PM

61 Softball fields are not up to standards of surrounding communities. Simmons and Miners fields are
virtually unplaybale until May every year and this year have been almost unusable the entire
season because of the bad weather we are having. Surrounding comunities have better fields and
can play more games.

10/12/2018 8:31 PM

62 Miners Park is in bad shape. Most of the parks are other than Simmons and Village Green which
have been renovated.

10/12/2018 7:58 PM

63 Dog park has been closed for many months without explanation as to why or even when it is to
reopen

10/11/2018 12:03 AM

64 What municipal recreation facilities? If this question is in regards to the community center, I would
not consider that a recreation facility. They offer some classes, and rooms to hold events, but it
pales in comparison to neighboring communities. It would be great if we had a multi-purpose
center. One that included activities and classes for all ages, including indoor and outdoor pools
(similar to the USC rec center, where I see multiple BP families), possibly trampolines similar to
Flight in Bridgeville (classes are also offered for adults), perhaps a rock climbing wall, etc. various
offerings to attract youth on evenings and weekends, offerings for adults/seniors/young children
during the day. Various classes (fitness or otherwise) offered, and even STEAM type activities. I
know there’s a concern from some residents about an outdoor pool being a financial loss to the
community, but indoor options could help to subsidize that, including kids birthday parties year
round b/c of an indoor pool (USC surely is profiting here as well, we’ve attended multiple parties
there). It would be nice to keep money HERE, as opposed to us all giving our money to
neighboring communities. We should be drawing business here with a new multi-purchase facility
as suggested. If we offered something other communities don’t have, money into the community
would increase substantially. This type of center would be beneficial to all ages as well, and would
encourage a sense of “community” and engagement

10/10/2018 11:12 PM

65 Some are better maintained than others. 10/10/2018 7:23 AM
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66 simmons bathrooms need updated - turf fields should have real restrooms - millenium should offer
better walking trails

10/10/2018 6:42 AM

67 We could use a Community Pool. Those fields at Community Center would be a great location.
There are plenty of fields to have those Rec football games elsewhere.

10/9/2018 11:46 PM

68 Grateful for the improvements that are happening at Village Green 10/9/2018 8:21 PM

69 Miners fields suck. Bathrooms don’t lock, concession stand is a joke 10/9/2018 7:06 PM

70 Simmons park improvements should be done after our catch basins 10/9/2018 3:47 PM

71 Bethel Park facilities are negligent compared to field facilities in Brookline, Baldwin, upper St Clair
and South Faytert. Bethel Park needs more items like what I'd being done at Simmons.

10/3/2018 8:11 AM

72 The community center playground is super boring and beat up. I do think the community center is
trying harder to attract families but still needs more family friendly spaces.

10/3/2018 5:55 AM

73 The baseball fields are kept in terrible condition. 10/2/2018 8:45 PM

74 We need bathrooms!!!! Every field needs one!!! 10/2/2018 8:41 PM

75 BP athletics and youth rec. programs are top ranked amongst local areas, but our fields,
amenities, and equipment is embarrassing. Miners fields badly need upgraded and lighting.
Simmons fields do not drain. Park avenue is hardly ever used anymore. The Comminuty Center
pushes young athletes away with strict policies and being closed during school breaks.

10/2/2018 7:56 PM

76 No plumbing or running water at UPMC baseball facility 10/2/2018 7:14 PM

77 Mollyhill Park is very decrepit. We live in walking distance and would use it so much more if it
didn't have such an abandoned air to it.

10/2/2018 7:12 PM

78 Bathroom facilities,running water, need maintained better 10/2/2018 6:51 PM

79 We need a pool. 10/2/2018 4:36 PM

80 Baseball and softball fields are in very poor condition compared to neighboring communities 10/2/2018 4:31 PM

81 They should let the leagues maintain the fields. It's too big a job for the municipality and they can't
do it.

10/2/2018 3:06 PM

82 There are many times where these parks and fields are illy maintained. It’s embarrasing. This
community - needs to be better maintained. The downtown area near bethel bakery is deplorable.
It’s embarrasing to have this boro so poorly maintained

10/2/2018 2:26 PM

83 Bethel needs an indoor and outdoor pool 10/2/2018 2:00 PM

84 Miners park needs a makeover . Hard to access lower portion from the top . It is too muddy most
of the time. It needs a path thru the grassy areas

10/2/2018 1:29 PM

85 Sidewalks! We need sidewalks! Businesses would do better, children can easily to and from the
bus safer, health would get better. The cons do not outweigh the pros.

10/2/2018 12:54 PM

86 Park Avenue baseball field is horrible. While not municipal owned fields, the fields at the
elementary schools are used on a regular basis for Bethel Park Baseball. Those fields are
absolutely horrible and need better maintained or there needs to be more municipal fields in better
quality for these programs to use.

10/2/2018 11:14 AM

87 Mollyhill Park is a mess—hasn’t been mowed regularly & needs a portajohn 10/2/2018 8:13 AM

88 Fields are HORRIBLE 10/2/2018 7:57 AM

89 The rules for access to and use of the community center discourage families from using the facility.
While the facility is in good condition and many organized activities aren’t offered, most of the
community cannot go spend time at the community center, because they are not allowed to use
the majority of the facility.

10/2/2018 7:19 AM

90 Some parks need updated playground equipment. The one at Oak tree is wooden and splintering.
The slide is an old metal one and gets hot.

10/2/2018 6:16 AM

91 The trail is a huge asset & improvents & connections are vital. 10/2/2018 6:10 AM

92 Love the needed upgrades to Simmons. Community Center is a Senior Center. Youth and families
are not truly welcomed.

10/2/2018 5:58 AM
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93 UPMC field in need of running water. 10/2/2018 5:51 AM

94 PArks are now being updated but I would take my grandchildren to other neighboring parks
because the BP parks were in such bad shape

10/2/2018 5:49 AM
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35.27% 170

13.90% 67

31.33% 151

9.13% 44

19.92% 96

42.95% 207

13.90% 67

Q5 Council has determined that public subsidy for a swimming pool is
infeasible at this time, given capital costs that could range from $10M to

$30M in addition to annual staffing and maintenance costs. Aquatic
facilities of various types are available in and near the community, and
the municipality is planning to add a splash pad near the community

center. Nonetheless, a public swimming pool has ranked highly among
desired features for Bethel Park in input for the plan so far, and it is

important to determine why. Which of the following sentiments describe
how you feel about aquatic facilities in Bethel Park?

Answered: 482 Skipped: 3

Total Respondents: 482  

# OTHER: DATE

Existing and
planned aqua...

Existing
options are ...

Existing
options are...

Existing
options do n...

Even if it
translates t...

Bethel Park
residents ne...

Other:

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Existing and planned aquatic facilities in and around Bethel Park already meet the need for water recreation.

Existing options are too far from my home.

Existing options are priced too high (membership, non-resident fees, etc.)

Existing options do not have the features I'm looking for.

Even if it translates to a tax rate increase, municipal funding for a pool should be a budget priority.

Bethel Park residents need a pool to call their own.

Other:
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1 Simply we need a new community center with a aquatics area with a pool and slides. This will
create music more attraction to the community and to the community center.

1/24/2019 10:11 PM

2 A pool is not a necessity. We have a swim facilities in the surronding areas as well as many
residents own their own pools.

1/22/2019 4:55 PM

3 I'll take myself out of this discussion as I am moving out of BP in a few months 1/21/2019 10:56 AM

4 public pool is a waste of tax payers money 12/30/2018 9:15 AM

5 Given the likely impact on taxes, a public pool in not necessary 12/23/2018 2:05 AM

6 Not a high priority. There are many other improvements that should be made first. A pool can only
be used 3 months a year. Playgrounds and parks are used throughout the year.

12/19/2018 9:04 AM

7 we can't take care of what we already have 11/15/2018 8:24 AM

8 N/A, New resident w/ no children. No use for pool 11/14/2018 7:41 PM

9 We don’t need a pool there is enough facilities around bethel 11/14/2018 3:39 PM

10 We do not need a public pool. 11/14/2018 9:19 AM

11 With out raising taxes! Rather cutting spending elsewhere 11/14/2018 6:44 AM

12 We need to attract the young families to move to this area. We do not offer what other
communities offer.

11/14/2018 2:33 AM

13 Not everyone can afford the costs of the YMCA or non-resident fees st other municipalities. 11/14/2018 12:05 AM

14 No piol necessary 11/13/2018 10:52 PM

15 Bethel doesn’t need it’s own pool. There are several options nearby. 11/13/2018 9:46 PM

16 No matter what the decision - do not raise my taxes for a pool 11/13/2018 9:02 PM

17 I would only support a pool if it was actually a size worthy of the amount of residents in bethel. 11/13/2018 8:13 PM

18 Purchase or lease old YMCA Pool on McMurray 11/13/2018 7:17 PM

19 Fix the flooding so my driveway is not a swimming pool. 11/13/2018 6:55 PM

20 We need an outdoor pool. Why would a public pool cost 30 million dollars? 11/13/2018 4:52 PM

21 We pay high enough taxes this should be a benefit of living in Bethel. 11/13/2018 4:15 PM

22 Im retired. Can't afford more taxes 11/13/2018 2:17 PM

23 No pool needed 11/13/2018 10:36 AM

24 Sidewalks before a swimming pool, please! 11/13/2018 9:51 AM

25 I would like a pool even if it’s pay as you go. I do not want a tax increase 11/13/2018 9:33 AM

26 We do NOT need a municipal owned pool OR "splash pad". Resources can be better utilized. 11/7/2018 10:22 AM

27 A pool is a nice community feature but I probably would not use it 10/22/2018 8:19 PM

28 I work full time and to pay for Mt Lebo pool is ridiculous for me. 10/22/2018 7:30 PM

29 Not sure how I feel about this. 10/22/2018 5:28 PM

30 A pool is always number 1 on the list until the taxes for up keep are mentioned and then it is
NIMBY issue.

10/22/2018 3:39 PM

31 Recreational swimming at gyms/YMCA can conflict with classes. In addition, older users are
irritated by children sharing facilities.

10/22/2018 2:31 PM

32 I have a pool in my backyard, so I don't want to opine in a pool of those who may not have access
to a pool.

10/22/2018 2:14 PM

33 Partner with the YMCA to provide a more affordable POOL ONLY option for residents of Bethel
Park.

10/18/2018 1:56 PM

34 Open the high school pool more often and heat it. 10/18/2018 6:36 AM

35 use the St. Clair Rec Center pools 10/17/2018 9:37 AM

36 the wave pool is close enough for BP residents 10/16/2018 11:35 AM
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37 I am now aware of the price to utilize the pool; however, regardless of what the cost is I am not in
favor of adding a pool if it means that my taxes will be increased.

10/16/2018 10:54 AM

38 We need an OUTDOOR pool. A splash pad is great for little ones, but older kids need something
for them as well.

10/15/2018 10:17 PM

39 Even though other communities around us have public pools there prices for non residents are
ridiculous. USC did there rec center the right way. Indoor and outdoor pool will always have
revenue coming in. I would rather pay higher taxes to have our own community pool. Splash pad is
good for kids under 10 or 12 but not for teenagers, adults and the elderly. I really wish you all
would take a better look at this. There are all kinds of wooded area by the rec center above the
football field.

10/15/2018 4:55 PM

40 Would like a more upscale recreation center similar to Upper Saint Clair 10/15/2018 1:32 PM

41 spencer Y needs to publicize their pool 10/15/2018 12:07 PM

42 Splash pads are a great addition, but really only for preschool and younger children. Saying that
"aquatic facilities of various types are available in and near the community" is like saying we
already have a bunch of pharmacies...why add another one. Reason being: the demand is there,
people will still use it, and they must be making money somehow. If pools/rec centers are offered
in every other community, they must be making money, otherwise why would they offer it? Maybe
survey them to see how they were able to raise funds to start one, and how they stay in business.
Something like the USC rec center would be nice, many BP residents use that facility. Plus
offering something like a pool would give kids something active to do rather than playing on
electronics, and something positive to do instead of getting into trouble!

10/14/2018 7:25 PM

43 It would be nice to have an indoor/outdoor pool and recreation center like USC. 10/14/2018 5:23 PM

44 I don't feel that a community pool is a necessity. There are many other pools in area to use. I think
some citizens think that a community pool with be free, but there will still be a charge to BP
citizens and it seems like a waste of tax dollars to have an outdoor pool that can only be used 3
months of the year.

10/12/2018 8:31 PM

45 I have my own pool and don't see a personal need for a community pool 10/12/2018 8:07 PM

46 See comments above. We shouldn’t be so willing to finance other communities. If an
indoor/outdoor pool/rec center like USC were offered, or a multi-purpose center like mentioned
above, that would help to subsidize the cost of the outdoor pool. Think if the year round usage
USC gets with their indoor pool for birthday parties, swim classes, and in general, a place for
people to enjoy and socialize with other residents and friends. A zero entry pool with slides, lazy
river, lap lanes, rock wall, diving board (similar to Mt. Lebo, Scott, Peters), attracts people of all
ages. If we offered a nice facility, we’d pull in neighboring residents too.

10/10/2018 11:12 PM

47 An indoor water facility for use year round would be great. It would need to accommodate the very
young with a walk in area to the aquatic lovers to those in between (think lazy river and 2 slides).
And it should be part of a “recreation facility” to maximize efficiency with things like locker rooms
and staff. The high school pool is nice but it doesn’t have the “fun” stuff.

10/10/2018 7:23 AM

48 families wouldn't go to other community pools if we had one here - you would make back the
money.

10/10/2018 6:42 AM

49 It is undesirable to go the High School indoor pool even though it is beautiful. Everytime I drive by
that small pool in Baldwin it seems like such fun memories are made there. I have loved living in
BO for over 20 years and have always wished we had a pool.

10/9/2018 11:46 PM

50 What about renovating the old YMCA outdoor pool? 10/9/2018 4:44 PM

51 recreational centers, especially a pool, are appealing to young families and will attract more
resident

10/9/2018 3:58 PM

52 no opinion 10/8/2018 8:54 AM

53 No need at all. Open the high school pool if desired. 10/4/2018 9:34 AM

54 My family has a pool, but I do believe that their should be one available in bethel for all the
residents at a fair price.

10/3/2018 6:23 PM

55 The wave pool is dangerous. We just need a nice pool 10/3/2018 10:24 AM

56 Place this for bids. NOT to local Cronies, Nationally. Construction costs are far too high and loaded
with pork in this area.

10/3/2018 8:52 AM
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57 Bethel Park needs a large increase in community facilities. 10/3/2018 8:11 AM

58 It’s a large community and so many people join neighborhood community pools in the summer.
That money should stay in BP

10/3/2018 7:45 AM

59 How about a spray park? 10/3/2018 5:55 AM

60 My kids want to be with their friends, not USC, SP, ML or PT kids. 10/2/2018 8:41 PM

61 Can BP work out a membership discount with a neighboring community? 10/2/2018 4:36 PM

62 A splash pad place would be nice for younger kids 10/2/2018 12:59 PM

63 I don't personally believe a pool is a priority but I see the want for a unified local place. The other
options all have their little drawbacks (age, distance, no membership etc) so there is no good
community option that suits everyone

10/2/2018 12:38 PM

64 Lived in Whitehall all my life and loved having access to an outdoor pool. Wave pool and Mineral
Beach are sadly very poor options nearby.

10/2/2018 6:21 AM

65 It would be nice to have a community pool of our own. We do use the YMCA one, but it’s indoor. I
think most of us want our own outdoor one if it could work out.

10/2/2018 6:16 AM

66 I’m neutral 10/2/2018 6:10 AM

67 BP does not need a pool. 10/2/2018 5:39 AM
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Q6 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
statements about sidewalks in Bethel Park.

Answered: 485 Skipped: 0

The sidewalk
network shou...

The sidewalk
network shou...

The sidewalk
network shou...

The sidewalk
network shou...
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5.37%
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27.01%
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485

11.80%
57

9.94%
48

20.29%
98

24.84%
120

33.13%
160

 
483

# ANY COMMENTS? DATE

1 Around the schools would be nice, but I thought I heard that all students in Bethel Park are now
being bused. No more walkers.

1/31/2019 8:32 PM

2 making Bethel Park walkable would be a complete game-changer. We live in Stoltz/KingsSchool
area, which should be walkable to South Park Shops, the Wave Pool and other County Parks. It is
most certainly not a safe walk

1/21/2019 10:56 AM

3 already required 1/2/2019 5:00 PM

4 Better access to South Park by foot and bike. 12/19/2018 2:11 PM

5 My sidewalk view is dependent on what the plan is as to how to make the sidewalks...I don't have
enough information on that

12/19/2018 9:04 AM

Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Having
sidewalks in...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

The sidewalk network should be improved within a 1.5-
mile radius of each school to provide children with the
option of safely walking to and from school (regardless of
whether busing is available).

The sidewalk network should be improved in the vicinity
of public transit stops (bus and light rail/trolley) to provide
safe, appealing routes for transit riders.

The sidewalk network should be improved in
business/commercial areas to increase the safety and
appeal of walking between destinations.

The sidewalk network should be expanded more
generally within and between neighborhoods to increase
the safety and appeal of walking around Bethel Park.

Having sidewalks in my neighborhood is (or would be)
worth what it requires of property owners: Dedication of
space, maintenance, snow clearance, etc.
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6 Existing sidewalks should be maintained better. Snow isn’t cleared off for days and it turns into
sheets of ice people have to walk on to get to and from public transportation stops

11/29/2018 9:12 PM

7 I'm a senior on a fixed income with limited mobility. I can't afford the long term maintenance of
sidewalks, nor the associated liability if someone falls on an icy walk I can't maintain.

11/14/2018 12:52 PM

8 I've lived in My Washington and Brentwood. Many came from all over just to walk 11/14/2018 12:01 PM

9 BP needs to be more walkable. It’s important in order to build community. It is important for the
safety of our residents.

11/14/2018 9:19 AM

10 Sidewalk connections are important for people with disabilities. They are important for people of all
abilities.

11/14/2018 7:36 AM

11 Start with new development. Like Limestone/ McMurray apartment complex 11/14/2018 7:17 AM

12 Sidewalks would be too much of a burden, especially in residential neighborhoods. 11/13/2018 10:22 PM

13 Bethel overall, and many other surrounding neighborhoods aren’t walkable. Kids, and most adults,
drive or are driven. The expense wouldn’t be worth it to add sidewalks throughout the municipality.

11/13/2018 9:46 PM

14 The sidewalk on my property cuts off with no transition to the road. The developer claimed they
could not finish it and meet the road because the plans did not show it. Now it is a hazard and
causes people to walk through my neighbors yard to get to the road.

11/13/2018 9:21 PM

15 We NEED more sidewalks! This would make bethel park a much more desirable location for
young families to live.

11/13/2018 12:55 PM

16 It’s a safety concern for pedestrians of all ages. 11/13/2018 10:48 AM

17 More trails and sidewalks 11/13/2018 10:23 AM

18 Yes, to all of the above! 11/13/2018 9:51 AM

19 Yes!!!!!!! SIDEWALKS! 10/22/2018 11:04 PM

20 A sidewalk is needed on Sherwood. 10/22/2018 8:53 PM

21 Most neighborhoods have several senior citizens and no one to shovel snow. It used to be kids
were always asking but not today. Kids do not even play outside for the most part.

10/22/2018 3:39 PM

22 I would much rather see money invested is sidewalks throughout all areas of Bethel Park than
investing in a pool.

10/22/2018 2:45 PM

23 Most important for areas near schools and for safety of those using public transportation 10/22/2018 2:40 PM

24 I feel very strongly that there should be a sidewalk along Brightwood Road, for safety and leisure. 10/22/2018 2:31 PM

25 My neighborhood has sidewalks (Brookfield Manor); however, Broughton, Willis & Horning Roads
are scary to walk!! I'd love to have sidewalks!!

10/22/2018 2:14 PM

26 We don’t need sidewalks in neighborhoods. There isn’t that much vehicle traffic. 10/22/2018 1:49 PM

27 As a home owner, I do not want the burden of upkeep, loosing part of my property to one, and be
liable if I'm unable to clear it appropriately.

10/18/2018 1:56 PM

28 I want to live in a walkable community. Currently Bethel Park is not walkable. 10/18/2018 6:38 AM

29 Milford drive between rt 88 and Highland is a shortcut for most traffic which has most through
traffic ignoring the speed limit and coasting through stop signs. I have never seen speed limit
enforcement, just the occasional speed display trailer which is ignored. The lighting is every other
telephone pole so there are dark spots. During school months, kids are walking on the half-lit road
before sunrise and I intentionally go into work late to make sure my kids don't get hit on the walk
to the bus stop. Speeders aren't paying attention and don't see pedestrians until very they are very
close and make you can see some drivers make severe swerves and/or hit the breaks hard. It is
bad enough for transit riders to walk Milford Dr in the dark but my greatest fear is the school kids.
The Highland Ave. sidewalk needs to be extended down Milford to Rt 88, regardless of the
"issues" that come up saying it is not feasable.

10/17/2018 5:11 PM

30 I grew up in a city neighborhood with full sidewalks. I see a drastic difference compared to the
neighborhood in Bethel Park I live in now. I knew more neighbors. I had friends I could go out an
play with. People knew each other. I wouldn't recognize my neighbors more than two doors away if
I ran into them on the street. I don't know who has children the same age for my kids to play with.
Sidewealks are a connecting fabric this community needs.

10/17/2018 7:43 AM
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31 I don't feel sidewalks in my neighborhood are necessary since it is a calm neighborhood, but once
I leave my neighborhood I feel like I cannot walk any where due to no sidewalks especially with
children

10/16/2018 10:22 PM

32 Side walks would be nice, but we have been getting by ok without. I would think this would be a
very costly project.

10/16/2018 3:56 PM

33 sidewalks would enhance our community SIGNIFICANTLY 10/16/2018 1:15 PM

34 if you want sidewalks, go live in the city. I moved to BP to get away from snow removal and costly
concrete sidewalk repairs.

10/16/2018 11:35 AM

35 The lack of sidewalks in Bethel Park is my greatest disappointment with the community. Sidewalks
in my neighborhood would dramatically change the way that my family interacts with my
neighbors, providing greater opportunities for children to play together and families to interact. The
lack of sidewalks forces us all into our cars.

10/16/2018 11:21 AM

36 It makes sense to add sidewalks in neighborhoods near busy streets. I feel they are not nessary
for most neighborhoods in bethel (within 'plans').

10/16/2018 10:54 AM

37 Many of my neighbors are too elderly to care for sidewalks in their yard. 10/15/2018 10:17 PM

38 sidewalks are only effective if residents keep them clear of vegetation and snow, etc, but this is not
enforced at all. please have residents keep sidewalks clear!

10/15/2018 1:34 PM

39 Bethel Park NEEDS sidewalks in all neighborhoods. The amount of people that drive on our
streets and the blind turns or hills make it unsafe for walking. Please give bethel park sidewalks!

10/13/2018 12:02 PM

40 I feel sidewalks, especially on high traffic roads, are very important. The Stotz side of King School
rd is of particular concern to me. It is lined partialy with a sidewalk but not entirely. The dangerous
curve has been a problem. I have seen many people including older and wheelchair bound people.
I feel very strongly that Bethel needs to expand sidewalks on heavy traffic roads.

10/13/2018 9:37 AM

41 I lived in a community with sidewalks from childhood until age 30. I miss having them and Bethel
Park would be much better off with them.

10/12/2018 9:00 PM

42 I live on a dead end at the bottom of two giant hills. I have always felt safe being on the road with
my children and pets.

10/12/2018 8:53 PM

43 I know that sidewalks throughout community are not feasible. I like the idea of expanding the
montour trail as much as possible. And sidewalks along Brightwood/West Library should be
considered since many people walk those roads.

10/12/2018 8:31 PM

44 This would by far increase appeal in BP. 10/10/2018 11:12 PM

45 Lived in a walking community previously. It was fantastic. Miss it now living in Bethel. And while I
know space is at a premium, leaving a buffer between the road and the sidewalk with a tree lawn
gives a homey feel and creates a sense of safety by buffering pedestrians from the roadway. Plus
it it much more aesthetically appealing.

10/10/2018 7:23 AM

46 not all sidewalks would be used, especially on hilly streets - more parking on the trail would be
better money spent

10/10/2018 6:42 AM

47 It isn’t safe to walk as much anymore and I don’t think it is that important. I like our new street
signs a lot.

10/9/2018 11:46 PM

48 Sidewalks would greatly improve Bethel Park in many ways: sense of community, health of
residents, property values, and more. This is much more needed than a pool.

10/9/2018 4:44 PM

49 Clearing snow from sidewalks would be a major problem for elderly and handicapped residents,
and snowplows would push snow and ice onto sidewalks, compounding the problem, making it
worse.

10/9/2018 4:41 PM

50 As someone who walks in the community, I would appreciate sidewalks. Many people speed
through the neighborhoods forgetting that if a pedestrian is on the road, they need to slow down!!

10/8/2018 8:54 AM

51 There needs to be a sidewalk on on church past greenwald. These kids are walking in the busy
traffic on church!

10/6/2018 5:45 AM

52 Snow clearance does not have to be the responsibility of property owners. Fine with giving the
land and mowing the grass, but can't salt the sidewalks every day. That's ridiculous.

10/3/2018 4:01 PM

53 About time 10/3/2018 8:52 AM
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54 Need sidewalks!!!!! 10/3/2018 7:45 AM

55 I just traveled to Denver, CO and it was amazing to see their sidewalk network & use of electric
scooters, bikes, and other environmentally safe transportation methods used in lieu of cars &
trucks. This appears to be the trend across more modernized towns & communities. With
enhanced sidewalk & bike networks can also come additionals cafes, shops, breweries, ect to
bring jobs, money, networking, & community development growth & income.

10/3/2018 4:51 AM

56 Sidewalks on Clifton so we can walk to the trail!!!! 10/2/2018 8:41 PM

57 Sidewalks in my neighborhood are adequate 10/2/2018 7:56 PM

58 I live on a busy street near to transportation, shops, and the community center with no sidewalk
out front. Even to walk one block to the trolley or to the bakery we have to push our kids stroller on
busy Brightwood. As a property owner I absolutely would support what it takes to make ROW
outside our house into sidewalk because we are most likely to use it.

10/2/2018 12:38 PM

59 Many sidewalk areas are not connected causing major safety issues. On Kingschool Road in
particular there are many extremely dangerous stretches with no sidewalks for people who walk to
and from the Trolley. There have also been far too many pedestrian accidents along business
sections on route 88 near KingsSchool, Logan Road and 88, and Brightwood Road near South
Park.

10/2/2018 11:14 AM

60 There isn’t enough traffic in my neighborhood to warrant sidewalks nor the price I would have to
pay

10/2/2018 8:48 AM

61 This has to be at least as expensive as a community pool would be. 10/2/2018 5:58 AM

62 I live on a small dead end street so don’t need sidewalks in my neighborhood. 10/2/2018 5:31 AM
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Q7 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
general statements about amenities in Bethel Park.

Answered: 484 Skipped: 1

It is
important fo...

Residential
neighborhood...

Future
development ...

It is
important to...
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Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

The
municipality...

Capital
funding for...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE NEUTRAL AGREE STRONGLY
AGREE

TOTAL

It is important for Bethel Park to have types of housing for
a wide range of different income levels and family sizes.

Residential neighborhoods in Bethel Park tend to have a
cohesive character (building design, size, property layout,
etc.) that should be respected and preserved.

Future development in commercial areas should
encourage mixed use, allowing for housing to integrate
with commercial, cultural, institutional and/or other
compatible uses.

It is important to preserve existing wooded areas and tree
coverage within the community, focusing investment on
the redevelopment and infill of built-up areas instead of
consuming additional unused land.

The municipality needs to focus on inclusion and
accessibility to address special needs within its
population. 
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# ANY COMMENTS? DATE

1 I have been flooded twice in the past five years. The last was from the sanitary system..Bethel
Engineering said it was storm water ,but after checking with my neighbors on Cambridge st . who
had similar problems ,there is no doubt that it came from the sanitary system.

1/22/2019 7:39 PM

2 We pay a premium to live here and have the services that are top notch. Sorry, I so not what
people that do not want to pay their fair share and leech off of me.

1/9/2019 3:28 PM

3 Start with flood issues by keeping street drains cleared of trash and dirt. Street sweeping? 12/21/2018 8:28 AM

4 Preserve open space and reuse blighted areas 12/20/2018 10:10 AM

5 Focus on development in town center area with mixed use 12/19/2018 2:44 PM

6 Arleady developed areas need revamped - leave unused land as is, there is hardly any wooded
areas and trees left. Also stop allowing new houses to built in every inch of open space. The tree
coverage is getting smaller and smaller. This affects the noise in the neighborhood and overall feel
of the neighborhood.

12/19/2018 9:04 AM

7 I would like to see that include infrastructure for bridges, too 11/29/2018 7:22 AM

8 Taxes for these project's should not be permanent 11/15/2018 11:42 PM

9 Special needs are already covered by ADA. Also, the Municipality needs to annex or acquire the
Guttman property, making certain it is never disturbed. Its a toxic waste dump, but if it remains
undisturbed, its fairly benign.

11/14/2018 12:52 PM

10 Frustrated with new development on Limestone and McMurray. Ugly, doesn't look like adequate
parking, more traffic than neighborhood needed. Where were planners? Have you looked at
ridiculous handicap crossings? You should be ashamed of this development.

11/14/2018 7:17 AM

11 I'm not sure why Bethel Park Apparently Did NOT get any money from the State and or Federal
Government for the help needed in repairing and or Designing the problem areas from the
flooding. Also the taxes raised should not have been on Property Owners Only. There should have
been another way to get some of the money that would have been a 1 time option instead of going
in for years. I believe we are still paying for the Floods from Years ago that were raised a similar
way.

11/14/2018 1:02 AM

12 Enforcement of code violations that contribute to area flooding should be addressed. 11/13/2018 10:22 PM

13 If this is feasible I would support it. The flash flooding that happened this year did not seem like
simple infrastructure upgrades would have fixed it.

11/13/2018 9:21 PM

14 Stop smashing 24 house neighborhoods into 9 acre plots, the houses are cheap 11/13/2018 7:17 PM

15 Preserve the wooded areas. The more trees that are cut down the more the wildlife enters into
residential areas.

11/13/2018 11:51 AM

16 Needs done has been avoided far too long. I have spent way too much money on trying to fix the
problems myself to no avail. Flooding Over the years led to sink hole in backyard

11/13/2018 11:15 AM

17 If residents have to have a stormwater plan when making changes to their property, then
commercial plans need to have a much more comprehensive and stringent plan because paving
new areas that were previously grass or woods has a much more detrimental effect on runoff than
most residential changes.

11/13/2018 9:33 AM

18 How about the municipality clean the sewer grates out . You can drive around the neighborhoods
& there are many that are covered in debris!

10/29/2018 6:05 PM

19 No LOW income housing. Also I do not want local government to ask like a home owners
association - if I wanted that I would move where they had one.

10/23/2018 6:57 AM

20 Too many retail stores exist here already. We need Bethel Park to be more GREEN. The whole
reason we moved here was because it used to be "rural".

10/22/2018 11:50 PM

21 Make it important that people do not sweep anything into the sewers, put animal droppings down
there etc .

10/22/2018 3:39 PM

Capital funding for stormwater infrastructure should be a
budget priority, given flood events of seemingly
increasing severity.
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22 I'd like to see downtrodden areas refurbished and improved, rather than "virgin" land be taken
away for growth.

10/22/2018 2:14 PM

23 Never used to have flooding in the past, too much over development. Stop cutting down trees and
building new buildings, use existing empty buildings instead.

10/18/2018 6:36 AM

24 There should be curb drains installed in areas where there is not already a direct tie in to the storm
water drainage instead houses such as mine have to rely on drainage into gravel pits which don't
work with heavy rains due to W. PA high clay / soil composition

10/17/2018 8:18 AM

25 Bethel Park need to make sure it is catering to younger new residents as well as an aging
population. With so many retirement communities popping up it is essential to ensure that new
families aren't going to be left behind in the future planning of the community.

10/17/2018 7:43 AM

26 Don’t know what has happened In BP with all the drains the last few years but whatever they have
done , they have made have made neighborhoods worse - specifically glenrock dr!

10/16/2018 11:45 PM

27 I feel extremely strong about preserving existing (what's left) of the wooded areas. They are
dropping left and right, which is getting depressing. Everyone continue to build build build without
any consideration of traffic increase. It take 25 min. sometimes to go across Bethel (2 miles). Let's
keep the trees and stop building!

10/16/2018 10:54 AM

28 developers should have to commit to respond financially to issues that arise after development
occurs, such as overwhelmed pipes getting sewage in homes, etc.

10/15/2018 9:13 PM

29 We do NOT need to build on every square inch of land. In addition, all if the increased building has
caused damage to the drain system which in turn has caused the constant flooding. And when the
borough is informed of a sewer issue it shouldn't take months or years for it to be properly fixed.

10/15/2018 1:25 PM

30 "green" stormwater practices should be promoted to all property owners 10/15/2018 12:07 PM

31 The people and business being flooded should cover their own costs. It is not the communities
issue that others get flooded. There are funds that can be set up for donations, fema, and state
funds that are available as well as insurance policies. Especially when it will not benefit my
property value or affect me at all expect in my already stretched too thin expenses.

10/15/2018 6:00 AM

32 In favor of diversity, but would not be in favor of section 8 housing, etc. or anything. Fixing the
storm infastructure is imperative...would be a shame for there to be another devastating event.

10/14/2018 7:25 PM

33 Every time I hear rain in the forecast, I get extremely anxious. I live behind Brookside Lumber on
Patterson Road and in past years was never concerned about flooding and now it is always a
concern whether the forecast calls for rain or heavy downpours ,it doesn’t matter. The street
floods, the backyard floods my driveway floods my neighbors yards flood. We can’t escape it.
SOMETHING Has TO BE DONE!

10/14/2018 5:23 PM

34 BP also have many commercial/industrial complexes that look run down and make BP appear
hodgepodge in appearance and affluence.

10/13/2018 7:16 AM

35 Hire a new engineering firm. Our water issues are due to ongoing negligence of the municipality. 10/13/2018 6:36 AM

36 It’s not even debatable that BP needs to drastically improve their stormwater infrastructure. 10/12/2018 9:00 PM

37 While wooded areas are important and priority should be provided to do the infill and
redevelopment, it should be planned and the plan agreed by the public if wooded areas are used.

10/11/2018 12:03 AM

38 Given the recent flood events, the storm water infrastructure needs to be a priority. This planning
is all for not if we continue to have flooding issues as people will continue to leave our community
because eventually, they have to cut their losses. That in turn decreases the property values for all
of us. Many neighborhoods were built in built up swamp areas, and it needs to be addressed
immediately. We’ve had enough bad press in this issue, it’s time to turn it around. Regarding the
redevelopment in certain areas, yes, this needs to occur. We are really starting to look like an old,
outdated town in some areas. There are many eye sores on many main artieries (South Park Rd.
Brightwood, Library Rd, etc). It’s an embarrassment and needs to be addressed. Many, many
residences and yards are in deplorable condition as well, though I don’t know how this can be
addressed as it seems people are only cited when there’s a serious issue.

10/10/2018 11:12 PM

39 Those small parks within the neighborhoods need to go! They are breeding grounds for middle
and high schoolers to hang out at and use those spaces inappropriately. Lets build newer nicer
homes around there or something. Or turn them into fields.

10/9/2018 11:46 PM

40 Catch basins need to be fixed ASAP, glen ora took 2 weeks for one! 10/9/2018 3:47 PM
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41 With government oversight so strong in BP it's surprising storm water infrastructure hasn't been a
consideration! What's the point of zoning and planning?

10/4/2018 9:34 AM

42 Stop building! You can’t handle the consequences from what is already built. IE flooding 10/3/2018 10:24 AM

43 These loses are inevitably born by the home and business owners. Absolutely no need to spend
municipal moneys here. It's going to happen. When it does, tax dollars are not there for local
citizenry to rebuild other than fema.

10/3/2018 8:52 AM

44 I got flooded primarily due to strormwater runoff as I dont live by a stream. This needs addressed
by qualified engineers with ALL new & existing developments.

10/3/2018 4:51 AM

45 Please don't develop wooded areas!!!!!! There are so many areas of Bethel that are run down and
neglected. Revitalize these areas instead!

10/2/2018 7:12 PM

46 As far as neighborhood unformity and appeal the worst offenders are old store fronts and
converted residential in shopping areas. Wish we could do something to make BP look less
hodge-podged

10/2/2018 12:38 PM

47 I strongly feel that development in Bethel Park needs to slow down. Preserve the wooded areas we
have. Develop thoughtfully... Do we really need another gas station? Do we really need another
development? Fix and preserve what we have, because overdevelopment could easily be the
biggest mistake this Municipality has ever done.

10/2/2018 9:43 AM

48 I don’t think we need to cut down all the wooded areas for more buildings. That’s one of the
appeals of BP-the wildlife and the clumps of trees etc

10/2/2018 8:48 AM

49 The stormwater infrastructure needs to be top priority before anything else. The safety of
homeowners needs to be top priority!!!!!

10/2/2018 6:01 AM
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Q8 Please use the space below to provide any additional comments.
Answered: 97 Skipped: 388

# RESPONSES DATE

1 As a victim of the June 20, 2018 flooding, please work to fix the storm sewer problem so that this
never happens again to anyone in Bethel Park.

1/31/2019 8:32 PM

2 My priority is " stop the flooding"..There are plenty of pools in the area and the sidewalks are
sufficient..

1/22/2019 7:39 PM

3 it has been a fabulous place to start and to raise our family; top rate schools, a more economically
diverse community than some of the neighboring towns. (We are downsizing and moving out of
the county in spring 2019) Making Bethel more walkable (along w storm water upgrades) should
be a priority over everything. One day, kids can walk to the pool...we could walk to Pasta Too...less
cars=better Will miss you BP :)

1/21/2019 10:56 AM

4 I would like to see more restaurants like red lobster, outback, Golden Corral, a step above
eatnpark come into our community also more events and businesses to encourage young families
to move into our community.

1/17/2019 12:11 PM

5 As a new mom who’s main job and focus is my family, I believe it is very important to have more
activities/amenities that I’m able to do with my family here in our own town. I do not like that I have
to go outside of my community just to spend some time outside. We really need a new park
(something along the lines of what is at upper St Clair Rec center). I feel that residents of all ages
would be able to benefit from a new park.

1/16/2019 8:27 PM

6 Speaking of safety and the visual of our community. When we first moved here, you were not
allowed to park on streets between 2 and 6 AM. Many nearby communities have this marked. I do
not know if this went away or just is not enforced....it should be. Plows cannot clean the streets
effectively and the visual just is n't good. Most residences have driveways....use them

1/9/2019 3:28 PM

7 There should be term limits for council! 1/2/2019 5:00 PM

8 Renovation of the town area of Bethel Park. Oakmont, PA would be a good example to follow as
they have train tracks through their vibrant town center as well.

12/19/2018 6:06 PM

9 Congestion of traffic on residential roads and speed around park areas needs to be addressed 12/19/2018 3:43 PM

10 Better walkability to light rail areas 12/19/2018 2:44 PM

11 Thank you 11/29/2018 7:22 AM

12 You need to step back and take care of what we already have 11/15/2018 8:24 AM

13 A walking district with a coffee house and perhaps a gastro pub would be nice. 11/15/2018 7:37 AM

14 Bethel Park currently enjoys a safe place to live. One of your questions appears to ask if we
should have Section 8 housing, and I'm of the opinion that Section 8 housing would have a
deleterious effect on Bethel Park.

11/14/2018 12:52 PM

15 I love that people aspire to live here. It takes work to attain residency. Therefore people take pride
in what they own and work hard to maintain it. I've lived in 2 other areas where people catered to
various incomes and it was frustrating to constantly battle over putting in the effort to keep your
property and community great. Bethel is a large area that seems to be on the same page. We want
great schools, we want our property to maintain it's value and we want the evidence to back up the
statement that we are a great community and are willing to put the work in to create it.

11/14/2018 12:01 PM

16 I think allowing chickens in our neighborhood is not going to attract new home buyers. This should
have been on the ballot so that everybody can vote on this issue.

11/14/2018 11:49 AM

17 I live on a side road used as a short cut to get to BPHS and therefore the traffic on my residential
street can get quite busy and at times dangerous with young inexperienced drivers. I would really
like speedbumps on Eastview road or some means to close the road to local traffic only during the
hours when schools open and let out (excepting school buses)

11/14/2018 10:37 AM
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18 Flooding issues should have been addressed when they first happened. It’s outrageous that it has
happened over and over. Pay scale for municipal workers is rediculous. A receptionist/secretary at
the community center, police department, etc., should not be making the same amount of money
($18+ several years ago that I’m aware of) as every other employee in the municipality.

11/14/2018 9:48 AM

19 I would love to see a “downtown” area in BP with sidewalks all along South Park Rd & Brightwood
Rd & W Library Rd. I also would love to see an expansion of the library with an outside area.

11/14/2018 9:19 AM

20 I think BP is not ready to leave the 1950's. Planning is non-existent. Green space is not
appreciated and water mitigation has not been a priority. Get educated people into the job. Look
closely at new construction. Wake up.

11/14/2018 7:17 AM

21 Only that the State and Federal Government should have been used to get money. If we were Not
Successful I Blame Whoever That Attempted to get it Failed there Duty.

11/14/2018 1:02 AM

22 Stop raising taxes 11/13/2018 9:53 PM

23 Please address the storm drains. Too many residents lost so much in this past year. My family just
asks you to take a hard look at this issue. Thank You.

11/13/2018 8:42 PM

24 Please cull the deer in residential neighborhoods 11/13/2018 8:13 PM

25 With how taxes are currently and now increasing, sewage issues should be taken care of
thoroughly. Trash pick up along streets should be looked at. Variety of business should be looked
at coming into Bethel.

11/13/2018 4:15 PM

26 I am currently pleased with the things being done in Bethel Park. An improved focus by the
recreation department on non-sports recreation including a better variety of classes and continued
emphasis on cultural presentations for the community would be desirable. Focus upon technology
and gaming would be good. The new trash collection methodology has sacrificed services for
seniors and others for fiscal benefits. Provisions for getting cans to the street, places for cans to sit
without impeding traffic, etc will be significant problems for some.

11/13/2018 1:52 PM

27 The splash pad will be a great addition to the community center! 11/13/2018 11:59 AM

28 Bethel Park needs a traffic light at the Irishtown / Logan / Patterson intersection. The intersection
is dangerous during peak travel times. In lieu of a traffic light, add a BP Police substation nearby
and staff it with traffic officers. You will collect enough fines from tickets at this intersection to pay
for the traffic light in about a month.

11/13/2018 11:56 AM

29 For the amount of money we spend in taxes. Our municipality should be in better shape and the
community should be taken care of with a pride factor by its municipal employees. The community
center is geared toward seniors not general population. No improvements being made to keep
facilities up to date. Also everything is always fixed with the cheapest way instead of the smart
way that would last longer.

11/13/2018 11:15 AM

30 Community center definitely needs an upgrade. A weight room for stretching after doing cardio on
the walking track would be ideal.

11/13/2018 11:15 AM

31 Get the job done or the council will be voted out! 11/13/2018 10:48 AM

32 Thanks for the opportunity to share suggestions through this survey -- it's a step in the right
direction!

11/13/2018 9:51 AM

33 How about street sweepers and leaf vacuuming of residential streets 11/13/2018 9:33 AM

34 Our family is seeking to build a new, modest house, but opportunities are very limited in BP. While
we do not want to leave, we are finding more plentiful options in surrounding communities (with
equal or better school districts).

11/7/2018 10:22 AM

35 I think the area around the Community Center should include larger baseball fields as well tennis
courts. A place for more people to gather and spend quality time. I know space may be an issue.
Also, the area near the Community Center including the new fire department, Bethel Bakery, etc.
could be a great area for shopping/dining and overall family enjoyment if more parking could be
added as well as some shops and cafes. Please don’t add businesses like Tobacco Outlet. Add
some quaint cafes and small shops and it could be a great family area that people would go to and
spend money which is what the community wants and needs. A gazebo could be added for
aesthetics and maybe other things that could draw people to the area. A small Amphitheater is a
thought, but again, finding space may require getting rid of older buildings. Bethel Park could have
things like fall festivals in an area such as this, building community involvement.

10/30/2018 7:45 PM
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36 People parking cars on their lawns is still on issue. I thought an ordinance was passed to stop this.
Also, people using their front porches to hoard belongings is making Bethel Park look so tacky.
Also, the height of the grass in some yards.Why do we have a code enforcer if he is not doing his
job. A resident should not have to call & complain about these issues. He should be able to see
these things if he took the time to drive around the municipality.

10/29/2018 6:05 PM

37 Bethel Park is a hidden gem in the region. Taxes are reasonable, school district is great, business
and restaurants are plentiful. Recreation is good for all ages. Montour Trail is outstanding and
connecting it to South Park would be great addition.

10/29/2018 4:47 PM

38 Trails and outdoor facilities are an asset to the community. Trails in particular can be used by all
demographics. South park county park lacks in upgrades compared to other county parks. The
consultant hired by the boro did not address SP in thier parks report. I understand the boro may
not have authority, but large portions of the park do reside within the boro. The master plan for SP
County park should be considered, along with neighboring community plans. A pool is not a good
investment considering the cost and surrounding water options.

10/24/2018 7:28 PM

39 Bethel Park needs to clean up and take care of their fields. Bethel Park also needs to NOT act like
a "Homeowners Association" , I do NOT want local government to dictate what I may or may not
do to my property (unless illegal or not taking care of). Keep the riff raff out, don't give them a way
in - we have enough issues in our community.

10/23/2018 6:57 AM

40 Bethel Park is way overbuilt. Too many stores and traffic lights. We need more green spaces and
wooded areas.

10/22/2018 11:50 PM

41 Our baseball/softball fields need updated so that games are not cancelled for days after it rains. 10/22/2018 7:25 PM

42 Need a good recreation center with fields and a place for our kids to go and feel safe 10/22/2018 7:02 PM

43 Trees need cut on or near sidewalk communities. Street signs are also covered with branches.
Especially Berryman for NAMS school. Yes, Bethel Park needs a POOL!!!!!!! Tx u!

10/22/2018 6:30 PM

44 The recreation should be catering to the younger population of bethel park and not the older
retired population

10/22/2018 4:49 PM

45 I live on a well traveled street. We have a policeman that lives here. We have stop signs some do
not stop at, we have speeding that is over looked, etc. I think the old system of the police driving
around the neighborhoods and giving tickets should be enforced more so than what it is now.

10/22/2018 3:39 PM

46 My biggest complaint living in Bethel Park is the lack of places for my teenagers to go and be with
friends. The Community center doesn’t have a teen room anymore and it is difficult to get time to
play basketball with all of the scheduled activities. The fields around Bethel don’t welcome kids
playing unless they are on a team. It feels as if the teens are not given places to hang out that are
safe and free. The local stores, malls, and restaurants won’t allow groups of children to hang out
and it is frustrating. The parks are closed during some seasons and it just feels like the community
doesn’t encourage teenagers being active in the community. Please keep this in mind. The
highschool even took away some areas at the stadium during football games from our children.
Some changes need to Be made for the youth of the community.

10/22/2018 3:39 PM

47 Make business accountable for maintaining their properties and landscaping! Bethel Park needs
updated infrastructure and they need to maintain what is already there as well!

10/22/2018 2:41 PM

48 PLEASE stop putting up new stop signs!! We have too many already. My gym (in Bethel Park) is
less than 2 miles from my house and I have to deal with 10 stop signs and a light to get there!!! I'd
be very happy if many could please be removed. I was advised that speed limit signs were
supposed to control traffic speed, not stop signs.

10/22/2018 2:14 PM

49 Bethel park has gone downhill. They need to do something to make it a better place to live 10/22/2018 1:50 PM

50 Currently Blackhawk Drive is the ONLY westbound exit out of the homes directly surrounding the
school. With Blackhawk Drive closed to traffic during the day, the alternative routes are a
significant detour in distance and time given all the traffic lights and additional stop signs. A new
alternative is needed.

10/18/2018 1:56 PM

51 Traffic is also a nightmare, especially on South Park road. A dedicated turning lane is needed
along the entire length and better timing of the traffic lights. Also remove the new useless traffic
light at South Park road and w. Library road, all that did was add to traffic problems.

10/18/2018 6:36 AM

52 Bethel Park needs more affordable senior housing.(For independent living) - It does not need
more low-income housing for age 59 or below.

10/17/2018 9:37 AM
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53 There should be curb drains installed in areas where there is not already a direct tie in to the storm
water drainage instead houses such as mine have to rely on drainage into gravel pits which don't
work with heavy rains due to W. PA high clay / soil composition. Houses that have consistently
flood (Heavy flooding) need to be repurchased by the municipality at market rates and turned into
wetland/ drainage areas. Some houses, such as those built at the bottom of Sarah street (In
between California and Fera are prone to constant flooding due to poor storm water planning -
these needs repurchased and the land turned into drainage/ park area

10/17/2018 8:18 AM

54 Attracting and keeping young families in Bethel Park is essential to its future success. Although,
there is a large aging population here, ensuring that the school district as well as the amenities in
the area appeal to younger individuals and families.

10/17/2018 7:43 AM

55 The community is starting to look terribly "run down" in both residential and in retail/commercial
areas. This is just not a very pretty place any longer and that likely hurts our property values. Look
at the number of unkept yards; the number of businesses that look like they were last updated 50
years ago (the Rt 88 corridor between Evey Hardware and the cat clinic is a great example). Much
of the community is a real eye sore compared to other communities that have made
redevelopment a priority.

10/16/2018 1:15 PM

56 Development is generally a positive thing, but it has to be done responsibly, and developers
should be required to commit funds to fixing (perhaps unforseen) issues that their development
causes to homes that were standing previously.

10/15/2018 9:13 PM

57 I dont think its anyones business if a neighbors grass is 3 in long. Not everyone can afford ro have
someone cut there grass weekly.

10/15/2018 4:55 PM

58 The borough needs to note that the school's are a direct reason why people mive in and out of
neighborhoods. If you fail to see the negative impact the current Administration has, you fail to see
the whole picture. It is sad that houses used to see very fast because of the desire for the schools.
We have a negative reputation anymore and many are advised to seek houses in Chartier's
Valley, South Fayette, South Park, Upper St Clair amd Cannon Macmillan.

10/15/2018 1:25 PM

59 I wish more parks were completely enclosed for the safety of special needs kids who tend to
wander.

10/15/2018 12:21 PM

60 More affordable new housing should be encouraged instead of the McMansions that are
unaffordable and sit for too many months on the real estate market. With townhouse development,
promote additional green spaces for common areas

10/15/2018 12:07 PM

61 Teens and preteens need a place to hang out. The community center staff often requires parents
to be with them on courts and lounges which is ridiculous

10/15/2018 11:51 AM

62 I live living in Bethel Park and I think recent improvements to parks have been a great asset. I
really hope the splash pad comes to fruition because my family would love it. I like the pool at the
Y and there's one at the high school. I think we are fine with pools. I'd rather see money go to
sidewalks and the splash pad.

10/15/2018 11:46 AM

63 We need a public indoor/ outdoor pool similar to St. Clair's. 10/15/2018 11:33 AM

64 Continued updating/growth in BP is important. Would like to see BP not look like an "old town."
Many buildings look run down...ex: that dump across the street from the post office. The old
Warehouse Café was the worst. At least it's been redeveloped, but it shouldn't have taken nearly
that long. It sat for too long in shambles.

10/14/2018 7:25 PM

65 Help the Spencer Y build a pool!! It is a no brainer! 10/13/2018 5:54 PM

66 We need more things to attract and keep families with children such as an outdoor pool..The
community center is geared towards seniors which is good but don't forget about your families.
The extra bussing provided by the district is a waste of tax money...Quit allowing all the housing
development..We need to preserve green spaces..

10/13/2018 5:47 PM

67 Buildings on 88 need torn down and improved. We need a Main Street with businesses to walk too 10/13/2018 10:50 AM

68 More sidewalks on busy roads is the most important issue mentioned for my family and me. 10/13/2018 9:37 AM

69 It’s time to start spending our tax dollars on what the people want. We want better facilities for the
young not just the old. We want a pool, sidewalks, and we want updated ballfields. No more
mattress stores, or auto parts stores. We want families to move here not leave.

10/12/2018 10:56 PM

70 The Fourth of July picnic was amazing, thank you for organizing. My kids are 1 and 4 and loved it! 10/12/2018 10:05 PM

71 None 10/12/2018 8:40 PM
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72 Additional restaurants/set up such as Mt.Lebo would be nice. Any offerings to encourage people
to stay/come to BP would be good. Can the BP industrial park be looked at? There’s got to be
opportunities there for improvement/space for new things. Also, I neglected to add comments
about the various small parks and ball fields. The neighborhood/small parks are in desperate need
of a makeover. Again, many BP residents use neighboring community parks. And the ball fields
(baseball & softball in particular) are horrendous. We’ve been to lower income communities that
have nicer fields than we do. It is an embarrassment, and I can’t imagine what visiting teams think
when driving in past some of the tired looking businesses on our main artieries to arrive at flooded
fields with limited parking, no lights in some instances, and a porta John. There are multiple
opportunities for improvements, and to showcase the nice community that BP is underneath it all.
On a positive note, THANK YOU for working on a comprehensive plan to address these many
issues and to strengthen and grow our community for generations to come. It is much appreciated.

10/10/2018 11:12 PM

73 As a renter, how the Municipality handles flooding and landslides will dictate whether it's worth
investing in buying a home here.

10/10/2018 11:11 AM

74 Bethel needs more dining options. We get the same businesses, matress stores, drugstores, auto
part stores and banks.

10/10/2018 10:34 AM

75 We are extremely disappointed with the pending change regarding waste removal. Mandating
particular trash cans and reducing the recycling program is not environmentally friendly and is
backward moving.

10/9/2018 4:41 PM

76 Hopefully needs instead of wants will be addressed first 10/9/2018 3:47 PM

77 It's really not the responsibility of government to provide entertainment. Especially when money is
tight. Tax dollars should be used for infrastructure and public safety!

10/4/2018 9:34 AM

78 Something needs to be done to improve the ballfields in Bethel Park. The larger field complexes
should have better indoor rest rooms with running water and Millenium should have a block
building concession stand. We can’t hold baseball/softball tournaments with one field option. It is
embarrassing when other communities come to Bethel and see the pitiful conditions of our fields.

10/4/2018 7:31 AM

79 You should include the cost associated with any of your recommendations. It should be explained
how it will impact my property taxes. There will be a lot of great ideas come out of this plan but if
you truly want an implementable plan, show the impact of each idea on my property tax bill and let
the people decide.

10/4/2018 6:41 AM

80 Personally, my street has inadequate drainage when it comes to storms. Even in a light one, at
least 2 times a year multiple houses on our street flood or at the very lease take in water damage
due to being on a slope. The water simply bypasses the water basin on the road and flows straight
down through the neighborhood while forming a river....

10/3/2018 6:23 PM

81 Forward-thinking enhancements to relieve traffic congestion are a must! Two lane roads full of
stop signs and red lights result in 25 minute commute from one end of borough to the other.

10/3/2018 4:01 PM

82 I have wanted to live here since I was 8. Proud to be a resident, raise my family her and work in
Bp. BUT we need improvements. Sidewalks and a community pool would be wonderful additions
to what is already so great about being a BP resident #BPPROUD

10/3/2018 10:24 AM

83 Stop with the good ole boy gets the contract. Be more transparent. Allow lower bids to do the job
as long as they are bonded to complete per terms.

10/3/2018 8:52 AM

84 We need a pool. 10/2/2018 8:41 PM

85 Hoping feedback from this survey makes its way up the proper channels. 10/2/2018 7:56 PM

86 We definitely need to put money in a sports complex if some type, in traveling to other country
minutes for games and tournaments, it really shows how horrible our facilities are. No running
water, no bathrooms, it really is embarrassing

10/2/2018 6:51 PM

87 It would be my dream that the parks specialize. Village green should be all soccer and the parking
should be expanded. Miners should be all softball and improved. Millennium should add two fields
and be all baseball. Park avenue should be turfed and be all lacrosse in the spring and football in
the fall.

10/2/2018 3:06 PM
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88 Maintain and better the community. There is no reason for our community to look so worn down
and not maintained. Upper St Clair and surrounding communities update what they have, they
have flowers they maintain during the summer - they do a great job. Bethel Parks priorities are not
making it stand out. It’s unsightly in the down town area and needs to be updated and
MAINTAINED! The community center being repainted being gray was an AWFUL decision further
bringing down the recreational center. Shame on the planner who executed such poor decision
making!

10/2/2018 2:26 PM

89 Bethel park is becoming too commercial, with some businesses encroaching on neighborhoods.
BP is losing it’s aesthetic appeal.

10/2/2018 12:59 PM

90 Walkways and walking spaces are the biggest priority. Very doable, very wanted, very needed,
and it would increase the community feel by bringing people into public spaces and not just cars

10/2/2018 12:38 PM

91 Road maintenance should also become more of a priority. There are many roads within the
municipality that are cracked and full of pot holes that are not often repaved or resealed as often
as they should be.

10/2/2018 11:14 AM

92 Thank you for the opportunity to participate in planning the future of our community!!!����� 10/2/2018 8:13 AM

93 Do not put in section 8 housing!!! (Projects) 10/2/2018 6:16 AM

94 None 10/2/2018 6:11 AM

95 Stormwater needs top priority over all other topics on this survey. The health and safety of the
residents is key to the area in order for the borough to continue striving.

10/2/2018 6:01 AM

96 I love living in bethel park. We need to meet the needs of young families as long as the aging
citizens. It bothers me that unkept houses etc are not addressed unless someone complains.

10/2/2018 5:49 AM

97 BP needs a traffic light at the Patterson / Logan / Irishtown intersection before a serious accident
occurs.

10/2/2018 5:39 AM
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	Q1 What is your age?
	Q2 How long have you lived in Bethel Park?
	Q3 Please indicate how frequently you visit the following recreation sites.
	Q4 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding recreation in Bethel Park.
	Q5 Council has determined that public subsidy for a swimming pool is infeasible at this time, given capital costs that could range from $10M to $30M in addition to annual staffing and maintenance costs. Aquatic facilities of various types are available in and near the community, and the municipality is planning to add a splash pad near the community center. Nonetheless, a public swimming pool has ranked highly among desired features for Bethel Park in input for the plan so far, and it is important to determine why. Which of the following sentiments describe how you feel about aquatic facilities in Bethel Park?
	Q6 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements about sidewalks in Bethel Park.
	Q7 Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following general statements about amenities in Bethel Park.
	Q8 Please use the space below to provide any additional comments.

